
INTRODUCTION TO WEB PAGE DESIGN
LESSON 7: HTML Horizontal Rules

In this lesson you will:

Learn how to insert horizontal rules in a web page.
Learn how to change the physical attributes of horizontal rules

Directions:

Open the colleges_color.htm file you created in the last lesson. The 
horizontal rule tag <hr> will create lines on your Web page. Using values and
attributes, you can change the length and width of the line. The <p> paragraph
tag gives a line break whenever it is used. If you use the <br> break tag, you 
can create a new line without the additional space.

Using your colleges_color file, you are going to break the page into sections
with horizontal rules.
Before beginning, center the two titles at the top of the page.
Place your cursor right under the line that reads: My College Choices.
Insert one <hr> tag that is centered and 50% of the width of the page. The code 
will read: <hr width=50%>
Under the horizontal rule, type in the following line and make sure it is centered.
"Updated as of [insert today's date]".
Under the date, insert a normal size horizontal rule that runs the width of the page. <hr>
Before the two paragraphs about your Utah college choices, insert <h3> heading tags
and type In-State.
Insert an <hr> tag that is normal thickness and extends the width of the page under
your two in-state paragraphs.
Before the two paragraphs about your out of state college choices, insert <h3> heading
tags and type Out-of-State.
Insert another <hr> tag under the two out of state paragraphs.
Now, go back and center the "updated date" line.
The horizontal rule between the titles and the date line would look better if it was
thicker. Add the following attribute to the <hr> tag: <hr size=6 width=50%>
The "size 6" will make it a thick line. 
Save this file as college_rules.htm View this file in the browser. This assignment will
be combined with the college_images.htm file in the next lesson for credit so don't 
print yet.


